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Overview
Features
Media

Fly Indoors or Out
The ultra-micro sized Chronos FP 110 features larger-in-class size for improved performance and
handling while flying outdoors in winds up to 5-7 mph, yet is small enough to fly indoors with ease.
Learn more about the features

Digital Servos
Separate 1.7-gram digital servos offer precision control and easy maintenance in comparison to
integrated servos found in similar class helis. Plus, the two-stage gear train is durable, quiet and
efficient.
Learn more about the features

Superior Handling
The advanced fixed-pitch and self-stabilizing rotor head design offers the agility of a single-rotor
heli with the stability characteristics of a coaxial. Advancing your flight skills has never been this
easy, whether indoors or outdoors!
Learn more about the features

The Chronos FP110 Story
When you’re ready to advance from coaxial helis or quadcopters to single-rotor heli flying, there’s no
better choice than the Ares (air-eez) Chronos FP 110. With its advanced fixed-pitch and self-stabilizing
rotor head design, it offers the agility of a single-rotor heli along with the stability of a coaxial platform,
making it easier to learn the basics of more advanced flight with confidence.
The ultra-micro sized Chronos FP 110 is a larger in class heli for improved performance and handling
when flying outdoors in winds up to 5-7 mph, yet is small enough to fly comfortably indoors. It’s also
equipped with class-leading features such as separate 1.7-gram digital servos, a quiet and efficient twostage gear-train, plus a lightweight yet durable airframe that is 100% factory-assembled and ready-to-fly
out of the box!
Within the box you’ll find everything needed for fight which includes a 4-channel transmitter that operates
on 2.4 GHz technology with an LCD screen and dual rate function, AA batteries, 500mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo
battery and a charger that conveniently charges from almost any AC outlet. With nothing extra to buy,
you’ll be flying within minutes of opening the box!
So whether you’re a first-time single-rotor or experienced heli pilot, there’s no better way to enjoy ultramicro FP heli flying and no better value than the Chronos FP 110.

Ready-to-fly
The Chronos FP 110 is fully-assembled and ready-to-fly right out of the box!

Self-stabilizing Rotor Head
The advanced fixed-pitch and self-stabilizing rotor head design offers the agility of a single-rotor heli with the stability
characteristics of a coaxial.

Battery/Charging
Includes a LiPo battery and charger that conveniently charges from almost any AC outlet.

Digital Servos
Separate 1.7-gram digital servos offer precision control and easy maintenance in comparison to integrated servos found in
similar class helis.

Indoors or Out
The ultra-micro sized Chronos FP 110 features larger-in-class size for improved performance and handling while flying
outdoors in winds up to 5-7 mph, yet is small enough to fly indoors with ease.

Quiet Performance
A quiet and efficient two-stage gear train for smooth performance.

Specifications

Length:
Height:
Main Rotor Diameter:
Weight with Battery:
Main Motor:
Tail Motor:
Battery:
Charger:
Transmitter:
On-Board Electronics:

What else

Whats in the BOX

2.4GHZ transmitter
500mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo battery
AC charger
Chronos FP 110 Ultra-Micro Helicopter RTF
6 - AA batteries (for transmitter)

11.6in (295mm)
4.3in (110mm)
11.6in (295mm)
3.2oz (90g)
N40 (installed)
Micro Coreless (installed)
500mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo (included)
1S 3.7V LiPo AC (included)
4-Channel 2.4GHz (included)
4-in-1 receiver/2 ESCs/mixer/gyro/and 2 servos
(installed)

Videos

Introducing Chronos FP110

Reviews

2 Brothers Hobby

"Making the switch into more advanced helicopter flight from simple coaxial helis can be a challenge.
Ares RC stepped up to the task by introducing the Chronos FP110 single rotor fixed pitch RTF ."
Read more ...
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2 Brothers Hobby Review: Part 1
Watch it ...
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2 Brothers Hobby Review: Part 2
Watch it ...
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